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ABSTRACT
Augmented reality (AR) technologies, such as those in head-mounted displays like Microsoft HoloLens or in automotive windshields, are poised to change how people interact with their devices and the physical world. Though researchers have begun considering the security, privacy, and safety issues raised by these technologies, to date such efforts have focused on input, i.e., how to limit the amount of private information to which AR applications receive access. In this work, we focus on the challenge of output management: how can an AR operating system allow multiple concurrently running applications to safely augment the user’s view of the world? That is, how can the OS prevent apps from (for example) interfering with content displayed by other apps or the user’s perception of critical real-world context, while still allowing them sufficient flexibility to implement rich, immersive AR scenarios? We explore the design space for the management of visual AR output, propose a design that balances OS control with application flexibility, and lay out the research directions raised and enabled by this proposal.

1. INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) technologies redefine the boundaries between physical and virtual worlds. Rather than presenting virtual content distinct from the physical world, AR applications integrate virtual content “into” the physical world by collecting sensory information about the user’s surroundings and overlaying virtual augmentations on the user’s view of the real world. These technologies are unique in their potential for immersive mixed reality (i.e., combined physical and virtual) experiences, with applications ranging from assistive technologies to driving aids and home entertainment. Moreover, sophisticated AR applications that run on immersive platforms like Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) and cars are not hypothetical—industry efforts by companies like Microsoft and BMW have demonstrated that these technologies are real and on the horizon [3,11,21].

Today’s typical AR applications run on conventional devices (e.g., smartphones) in their own isolated contexts. For example, the smartphone application WordLens \(^1\) detects and translates text in real time using the phone’s camera. However, as AR platforms continue to evolve and move from mobile phones to more immersive devices such as Microsoft’s HoloLens [11], they can provide richer experiences by running multiple applications that simultaneously augment a shared environment. For example, a HoloLens user may wish to play an AR video game while simultaneously running Skype in the background (applications shown in Figure 1).

While AR applications have diverse potential, they also raise a number of challenging security, privacy, and safety issues [16]. Prior research efforts (e.g., [9,17]) have focused largely on addressing input privacy issues that stem from applications receiving unrestricted sensor access, such as the ability for applications to record videos of a user’s sensitive possessions or audio of private conversations. However, little work has looked at the risks and challenges presented by unregulated, and possibly malicious, application outputs—for example, a buggy or malicious car application could display distracting images to interfere with the driver’s focus.

While ensuring the safety and security of an individual application’s output is already challenging (as we will see), these issues become particularly salient with the increasingly complex interactions of multiple applications augmenting a shared environment, where applications may attempt to display overlapping content, either coincidentally or maliciously (e.g., to mount a denial-of-service attack).

In this work, we begin to address the safety and security of AR visual output. We lay out design alternatives for visual output models, and in doing so we surface challenges in balancing the flexibility of application functionality with the system’s ability to control and mitigate risks from application outputs. We provide initial directions for overcoming these challenges by rethinking the role of the operating system in managing visual AR outputs. Our exploration raises directions and guidelines for future work in this space.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We begin with several example AR scenarios, followed by the risks and challenges that these scenarios may raise.

2.1 Example AR Systems: The Opportunities
We first present two illustrative case studies that capture the diverse potential of AR technology: automotive AR and HMDs. We focus on these scenarios, rather than mobile phone-based AR, because they are immersive, intended for continuous use, and naturally cater to multiple concurrently running applications. However, mobile phone-based AR scenarios will also face many or all the issues we raise here.

We note that although the physical displays on which AR content is drawn—in our examples, automotive windshields and HMDs—are fundamentally two-dimensional screens, applications may display both 2D content (e.g., informational overlays) as well as content that appears visually 3D. Dis-
played content may be static (e.g., always in the bottom of the screen) or it may need to adjust dynamically as the user moves and/or the real-world environment changes.

**Automotive.** Recent years have seen substantial growth in automotive AR efforts [12]. For example, technology by Continental\(^2\) overlays 2D information (e.g., current speed limit and navigational arrows) on a car’s windshield, and BMW has proposed “X-Ray Vision” (shown in Figure 1) that allows the driver to see through the body of the car [3]. Other efforts aim to display more immersive 3D augmentations. Recent work from Honda Research [23] uses 3D visual cues to aid drivers in making left turns. Honda researchers have also discussed integrating other visual elements into the car’s 3D display, such as road signs or street addresses.\(^3\)

**Head Mounted Displays (HMDs).** HMDs represent another class of AR platforms rapidly gaining traction. Although the idea of AR HMDs has been around for some time [20], products such as Microsoft’s HoloLens and Magic Leap’s AR headset are leading industry efforts to bring this technology to production. These platforms have the potential to support a range of applications — Microsoft recently showcased several HoloLens applications (Figure 1) such as an AR video player, a 3D weather app, and a video game that places virtual characters into the user’s view of the real world.\(^4\)\(^5\) These applications highlight the ability of emerging platforms, like HoloLens, to display 3D content that exists in and interacts with some model of the user’s world.

### 2.2 The Risks and Challenges

AR applications can provide uniquely immersive experiences; however, this ability can lead to undesirable consequences if the applications are buggy or malicious. As prior work [6] notes, today’s AR apps typically operate with the unrestricted ability to access sensor inputs and render augmentations. Since applications may not always be trusted by the user or by the OS,\(^6\) this model raises a number of security, privacy, and safety issues. Even if AR platforms only allow apps from trusted developers — a policy perhaps especially reasonable for cars — it is still critical to ensure that buggy applications cannot accidentally misbehave.

**Input Privacy.** Unrestricted sensor access by applications
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6\(\text{Like prior work, we assume that the OS is trustworthy and trusted by the user.}

is a major privacy problem. Consider an HMD user in his or her home. Without safeguards, applications may be able to see sensitive information like medications. Prior efforts have focused on addressing visual input privacy (e.g., [9, 10, 14, 17, 22]). For example, one set of strategies leverages trusted OS modules to mediate sensor access for applications. Jana et al. propose the recognizer abstraction [9] as an OS module for fine-grained sensory access control, and Roesner et al. extend this model [17] to accommodate object- or environment-specific access control policies. The left and middle columns of Figure 2 depict the AR system pipeline from [17], which consists of system sensors, system recognizers, an input policy module, and applications. The system sensors collect information from the world, e.g., video from a camera. An OS module then recognizes objects, such as people or stop signs, and the policy module evaluates the relevant privacy (and other) policies to determine which recognized objects to communicate to which applications.

**Output Safety and Security.** While the above works make significant progress towards limiting the flow of sensitive sensor information to applications, they do not mitigate malicious or buggy outputs from applications. Output may take multiple forms, including visual, audio, and haptic feedback. In this work, we focus on managing visual outputs, because most of today’s AR applications display visual content. We propose a new output module for the AR pipeline, shown in the right column of Figure 2. Absent defenses, a buggy or malicious application could overwrite the output of another application, display content that blocks or obscures real-world content, or display content that distracts (and possibly endangers) the user. By exploring the design space for our new output module, we establish a trajectory for defending against such threats. We consider several axes along which malicious or buggy output might occur:

- **Who** (i.e., which application) displayed particular content. Knowing this could, for example, be useful in disambiguating content generated by a phishing application or advertisement from content generated by a legitimate banking or route guidance application.

- **What** kind of content a particular application can draw. For example, should an automotive application be able to draw virtual pedestrians on the road?

- **When** an application can draw, based on the context of the user’s actions or environment. For example, could an HMD texting application pop up a full-screen message when the user is doing something potentially hazardous, like walking down stairs?

- **Where** an application can draw, both on the display...
We now explore how these two axes play out in the design space of visual output models. We first consider two natural output models: the windows model used by traditional platforms (e.g., desktops) and an alternate strawman approach in which applications can free-draw AR content.

(We consider these models as discrete points in a design space, though of course changes to the implementation of one model could allow it to take on characteristics of another.) We find that windowing overly constrains visual output flexibility, while free-drawing overemphasizes flexibility at the expense of control. We thus introduce a novel model based on fine-grained AR objects that provides better flexibility than windows and better control than free-drawing.

We assume that applications can receive input about the real world to make decisions about how and where to display augmentations, possibly dynamically updating these decisions as the user’s real-world view changes. For privacy reasons, applications may receive such input with varying degrees of fidelity (e.g., raw sensor input, recognizer events [9], or information about real-world surfaces [25]), but we do not focus on the problem of input privacy in this work.

3.1 Model 1: Windowing

We first consider how the traditional desktop windowing model translates to the AR context. Under this model, the OS delegates control of separate windows to applications — rectangular display spaces in which they may draw arbitrary content. Windows are typically isolated from each other, so that one application cannot read content from or manipulate content in another’s window. Given that this model is well established in desktop systems, it seems natural to extend it to AR — and, indeed, it appears that HoloLens utilizes such a model in running Universal Windows applications.

With traditional windows, applications can display content in roughly the following manner:

1. The OS gives applications handles to separate windows corresponding to bounded regions of the display. Traditionally, windows are rectangular; in the AR context, they may represent 3D rather than 2D regions that map to the user’s real-world environment. Users can typically resize and reposition these windows.

2. Applications render arbitrary content to their respective windows by calling some draw function that interfaces directly with graphics hardware.

Under this model, different applications cannot occupy the same display region simultaneously — if two windows overlap, only one can be in focus at a time (i.e., one window occludes the other and receives inputs). Similarly, if one application is in “full-screen” mode, in most of today’s systems, this means that only it can display content. Though some windowing implementations allow transparent windows or embedded windows (e.g., iframes on the web), display region sharing with windows is limited to these features.

Control. Under this model, application outputs are isolated, and content is rendered at the window granularity. This gives the system coarse-grained control: applications can only draw inside their own windows, and they cannot autonomously reposition or resize those windows. As a result, an application cannot draw over arbitrary regions of the screen (e.g., the road viewed through an AR windshield) unless the user or the system has explicitly placed its window there. However, the system is not able to enforce finer-grained properties, like where the application can draw within the window. It also cannot enforce requirements on arbitrary content the application draws inside its window.

Flexibility. The windowing model also presents flexibility challenges for multiple applications running simultaneously. While it may suffice for applications whose content fits naturally inside a bounded window, such as the HoloLens video player, it may not suit others. Consider the HoloLens game in Figure 1. If the objects and characters in the game are intended to behave like real-world objects (e.g., to move about within and interact with the user’s world), the application needs to render contextually with respect to the user’s world. If the application does so in full screen mode, it either prevents other applications from rendering any content at all or, if multiple applications can overlay partially transparent full-screen windows, its content may arbitrarily overlap or conflict with the content of other applications in a way that cannot be controlled at a fine granularity by the OS.

3.2 Model 2: Free-Drawing

Given the flexibility limitations of traditional windowing, we next consider a point in the design space that is intentionally flexible, allowing applications to “free-draw” anywhere within the user’s view, at any time. More precisely:

1. The OS gives applications handles to a shared window corresponding to the device’s full display.
2. The applications each call a draw function to display 2D or 3D content in this shared environment.

Flexibility. This model provides maximum flexibility for applications, which can draw arbitrarily to provide desirable AR functionality unencumbered by the assumptions embedded in the traditional windowing model. With free-drawing (and sufficient information about the user’s world), applications can track and augment any objects in the user’s view and visually interact with content from other applications.

Control. Unfortunately, the flexibility this model provides to honest applications also enables malicious or buggy applications to more easily display undesirable content. Without restrictions, an app could display content that disorients or visually impairs the user, or that endangers the user by occluding or modifying possibly safety-critical real-world objects. Consider the car case study. With no output restrictions, a malicious app could occlude pedestrians or road signs, potentially causing physical harm to users and bystanders. Furthermore, with multiple applications free-drawing simultaneously, applications may directly interfere with or extract information from each other’s visual content. These risks are greater than with isolated windows, even if those windows are partially transparent or overlapping. Thus, while allowing applications to free-draw supports flexible rendering needs, it also provides the OS with no capability to prevent or constrain malicious behavior, nor to isolate content from different applications.

3.3 Model 3: Fine-Grained AR Objects

The above models require trading off flexibility for coarse-grained output control. We desire a visual output model that provides both flexibility for honest applications as well as more fine-grained output control for the system. To achieve this goal, we introduce a new AR output model based on fine-grained objects. The key idea is to manage visual content at the granularity of AR objects rather than windows. Objects are abstract representations of AR content that applications wish to place into the user’s view of the world, such as 3D virtual pets or 2D informational overlays. In the windowing and free-drawing models, applications must manage these objects internally. Our proposed model elevates these objects to first-class OS primitives.

Flexibility and Control. Object-level granularity provides key flexibility and control benefits. Applications can create and draw objects throughout the user’s view of the world; however, by making these objects first-class OS primitives, the system can enforce rich object-based constraints and dynamically manage where and when objects can be drawn, as well as how objects from different applications can interact. For example, an AR car system could prevent applications from drawing over critical objects such as road signs while still allowing applications such as navigation to display content (e.g., direction arrows) dynamically throughout the world. In some cases, the system may even be able to regulate what objects an application draws, to the extent that the semantics of certain objects are known to the OS. For example, the system might only allow objects that follow a certain template to overlay on top of road signs.

Concrete Instantiation. There are many possible implementation strategies—for example, one might start with a windowing model and modify the definition of a window to bound arbitrary 3D objects, or one might start from scratch. Our goal is not to propose or evaluate specific implementation strategies, but rather to explore AR objects as first-class OS primitives. Nevertheless, we present a strawman output module design, which allows us to illustrate this idea more concretely and raise important design questions:

1. AR objects consist of visual descriptors (e.g., 3D meshes and textures) and optional “physical properties” (e.g., how the objects should respond to collisions).
2. To display content, applications request the OS to draw particular objects with certain requirements. For example, apps might request specific display coordinates or locations relative to other application or real-world objects (e.g., to display labels on real-world faces).
3. The OS processes object placement requests, along with constraints from a variety of parties (e.g., applications, the user, or the system itself) and contextual information about the current world state (e.g., the current speed of the car). The OS then decides which requests are permissible (or modifies requests) and renders the appropriate visual content.

This model enables several desirable properties:

OS Support for Dynamic Updates. The OS can dynamically update and redraw objects in response to user actions (e.g., head movement) or changes in the real world, rather than requiring applications to handle these changes manually.

Shared World. The OS can position application content in a shared world and manage physics-based (and other) interactions between application and real-world objects. For example, applications might register for system-based events, like collisions between objects, and define how to respond to these events. We further discuss the system’s possible roles in managing these interactions in Section 4.

Subsuming Previous Models. The ability to handle a rich set of possible constraints allows an object-based model to subsume both the windowing model and the free-drawing model. Constraints based on logical windows, or the lack of any constraints, would emulate these models, respectively.

Contextual Tuning. Object-level granularity allows the OS
to contextually tune how strictly it applies controls, since permissible behavior may vary based on user preferences, application needs, and/or real-world context. For example, content that can safely be displayed on an AR windshield while a car is parked differs significantly from content that can safely be displayed while the car is in motion. With object-level control, and some notion of object semantics, the system can contextually tune which application outputs are controlled and how. This type of control is not achievable with a coarser-grained windowing model, which can control only where and whether an application can display.

Summary. Our key insight is that, by managing visual output at the granularity of objects rather than in windows or the full display, the OS can enable flexible application behaviors while simultaneously preventing them from displaying undesirable content. Instantiating such a model, however, requires rethinking rendering abstractions and interactions between applications. Future AR systems must consider these issues if they are to provide both rich experiences as well as output safety and security for users.

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

We now dive more deeply into the design and research questions that our object-based output model raises, as well as the novel opportunities it enables.

4.1 Key Design Challenges

We first consider a set of important design questions that must be addressed to realize an object-based output model.

Defining Objects and Rendering APIs. Two key considerations in supporting fine-grained, object-level augmentation control are how the OS defines objects, and what kind of APIs should it expose to applications for displaying content? We presented a strawman API in Section 3.3, but carefully designing these APIs to minimize the burden on application developers will be critical.

Constraint Specification and Evaluation. Important object management questions we have not yet addressed are: according to what constraints or policies should the OS do this management, who specifies these constraints, how are they expressed, and how are they evaluated? For example, reasonable constraints in an automotive AR environment might be that applications cannot display ads or overlay objects on real-world traffic signs while the car is in motion. However, these constraints may change contextually (e.g., the car may permit ads to be shown when the vehicle is stopped). Furthermore, different parties — applications, the system, external regulatory agencies, or the user — may have conflicting preferences. Key research questions are how the OS should allow multiple parties to specify policies or constraints, how to evaluate potentially conflicting constraints in real time, and how to manage conflicts when they arise.

Managing Objects in a Shared Environment. Our object-based model allows the OS to mediate interactions between augmentations from different applications within a shared environment, though exactly what this role should be raises open questions. How much information about the real world do applications need to intelligently position (or specify constraints for the positions of) their objects? What kind of feedback should the OS provide to applications when their objects interact with each other or the physical world (e.g., a virtual ball bouncing on the real-world floor) given that such feedback might leak private information about one application to another? How should the OS handle possibly malicious object interactions, such as one app that tries to draw over another app’s object and occlude it from view? These questions highlight some of the unique challenges that immersive multi-application AR platforms may encounter.

4.2 New Capabilities

We next explore how our object-based model allows the OS to take on new roles in supporting AR applications.

OS Support for Object Semantics. Our model allows the OS to dynamically manage the interactions of application objects with each other and the real world, significantly reducing the burden on application developers to reposition objects as the user’s view changes. Going one step further, the OS could natively support certain AR objects (e.g., people) in addition to abstract objects, by allowing applications to register objects under pre-defined classes. This design allows the OS to have a semantic understanding of certain objects and to more intelligently manage their interactions. For example, it would enable an output policy such as “applications may draw only pre-approved types of objects on top of streets while the user is driving”—a significantly more flexible policy thanDisallowing any drawing at all, while still maintaining safety properties. However, applications may wish to display diverse types of objects, and natively supporting all possible classes of objects is infeasible. A key question for AR system designers is thus what role, if any, the OS should take in providing native object support.

Supporting Novel Inter-App Interactions. While some amount of inter-application feedback is necessary to maintain a consistent world state within a shared environment (e.g., so applications know when their objects collide), an open question is—to what extent should applications be aware of each other? Object-level granularity raises interesting new possibilities for how applications can interact. For example, could an application take as input not only real-world objects, like faces, detected by system recognizers (as proposed in prior work [9]), but also virtual objects created by other applications? A plausible use case would be a translation application such as WordLens that takes as input not only real-world text, but also text generated by other (single-language) applications. This degree of interaction could enable powerful new AR scenarios, but it raises new challenges as well: for example, could applications manipulate their virtual objects to attack other applications that take these objects as input? Whether and how best to support such interactions must be carefully considered.

5. RELATED WORK

Researchers have explored applications and technical challenges surrounding AR for decades (e.g., [1,2,5,13,20,24,27]). However, only recently have these technologies become commercially available, and only recently have researchers begun seriously considering the security, privacy, and safety concerns associated with AR (e.g., [6,16]). Most technical work to date has focused on input privacy (e.g., [9,10,14,17,22]); in this paper we consider the challenge of output safety and security. Surround Web [25] considers both AR input and output issues, in that it limits the amount of real-world input applications need to decide where and what to display;
its techniques are complementary to ours. Some of the issues that we raise—e.g., the need to consider AR output security at all—have also been identified previously [6, 16], but we expand on these directions here and make significant progress toward developing a visual output model for AR that balances OS control and application flexibility.

Related earlier efforts in the AR space have studied multi-application settings [18] and world-aware virtual objects [4]. These works do not consider security explicitly, but our object-based model could incorporate some of these earlier ideas. These works both also consider multi-user settings, which we do not consider—though we observe that they will raise interesting additional security and privacy questions.

More generally, prior work has considered display security in non-AR contexts, including secure window systems (e.g., [7, 19, 26]), shared cross-application UIs (e.g., iframes on the web or research proposals for smartphones [15]), and non-AR automotive displays (e.g., [8]). Though some shared issues arise in these other contexts, the complexity of AR scenarios (with virtual 3D objects and real-world interactions) raises significant new challenges.

6. CONCLUSION

Immersive AR platforms, such as Microsoft’s HoloLens, are quickly becoming a reality. However, fundamental security and privacy challenges exist. Past works largely consider the privacy implications of visual inputs available to AR applications. We initiate a complementary investigation into the security risks of visual AR outputs. For example, multi-application AR systems need mitigations to prevent malicious or buggy applications from displaying content that blocks the outputs of other applications, or that occludes critical real-world objects (e.g., traffic signals or stairs). Our key technical proposal is to enable operating system control over visual output at the granularity of individual AR objects that are owned by applications and correspond to items with which the applications wish to augment the user’s view. We provide an initial design and reflect upon how it can enable safer, diverse multi-application AR environments.
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